
Back in the day, “Over Under”, better known as�

“OU” was conceived as a fishing and air-charter�

service that would allow people to enjoy some of�

the best fishing in the world only accessible by�

private aircraft. The collective members of OU�

have spent countless years perfecting all aspects of�

boating and fishing, from selecting the best�

equipment, to rigging it, to maintaining our boats.�

Today, we at OU have directed our considerable�

expertise - in both the sport and in the needs of�

Big Game Sportfishermen- into exciting new�

directions that will make your experience of the�

sport even better. For instance, we’re even building�

the boats now!�

OU has expanded into many of the East Coast’s best�

fishing locations, and evolved its unique model of real�

customer service applied in a fishing vacation format.�

 are our�

specialty and our list of great locations is growing�

rapidly.�

Over the last 18 months, OU has partnered with its�

major suppliers to create�

 offering everything we use on our boats, from�

fishing tackle, to air-conditioning systems, to safety�

equipment for sale to our customers.  We deal�

directly with the manufacturer and typically have the�

most competitive pricing in the market-place.  Look�

for our newly opened store at Avalon Pointe Marina�

in Avalon, NJ or online at www.OUsupply.com.�

You don’t fish for as many years as we have without�

coming up with a few ideas about how to improve�

things. OU has an exciting new partnership with�

Mirage Mfg. that has resulted in an entire new fleet�

of�  designed to�

address today’s most pressing issues in the marine�

industry: fuel efficiency, entry level costs, and cost�

of operation.  Look for this line to become the�

foundation of the OU Fleet over the next several�

years.�

At OU, we stress the importance of�

. Whether you are fishing with us in�

Islamorada, North Carolina or the Bahamas, we�

strive to provide you with an experience of�

exhileration that gets better every time you book�

with Over Under Sportfishing.�

to the wonders of America�
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April 28, 2009 – Gainesville, FL – A team of expert sport fishing professionals hasbeen formed to create a new line of fuel-efficient,�
classically styled sport fish boats. The all-new Mirage Sport Fish Boats are being built in Gainesville, Florida.�

Ken Fickett of Mirage Manufacturing and Trey Rhyne of OverUnder Sportfishing haveteamed up with naval architect, Lou Codega,�
to design and build a line of sport fishing boats that addresses today’s most pressing issues in the marine industry:�
1. fuel efficiency  2.entry level cost and 3) cost of operation.�

The first in the series of Mirage Sport Fish Boats include a 21', 32', and 41' model. The 21-foot center console is now available,�
the 32-foot walk-around is in her final stages of tooling, and the 41-foot convertible’s design is being finalized.�

Ken Fickett founded Mirage Manufacturing in 1971, and over the years his Gainesville, Florida company has built high-performance�
MORC sailboats, a line of highly respected, offshore sport fishing boats, and the popular Great Harbour Trawlers. Fickett has also�
built a number of ultra-light aircraft. His company has a reputation in both the marine and aviation industries for its use of advanced,�
high-tech composites.�

Captain Trey Rhyne, who holds a 100-Ton U.S. Coast Guard Masters License as well as a Commercial Single and Multi-Engine�
Instrument Aircraft License owns and operates  OverUnder Sportfishing, one of the largest sport fishing charter operations in the�
nation. (See www.overundercharters.com) With fishing destinations that include the Bahamas,Florida Keys, Dry Tortugas, and the�
Canyons off New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland, Ryhne has a keen knowledge of what makes an ideal sport fishing boat.�

Naval Architect Lou Codega is responsible for many of the industry’s leading sport fish designs including those built by Cabo,Regulator,�
Carolina Classic, Rybovich, Hines Farley and Mirage. A graduate of M.I.T., his work also includes designs for the U.S. Navy.�

A primary design objective of this new product line is to deliver superior fuel-efficiency, which will allow fishermen and charter�
captains to operate their boats at a lower cost than that of currently available sport fish boats. Achieving two to three miles-per-gallon�
At speeds in excess of 25-knots sets Mirage Sport Fish Boats apart from the competition.�

“People have questioned our timing of this new model launch, considering the current state of the boating industry,” says Fickett.�
“But right now the market needs new, innovative ideas that address these issues of fuel-efficiency and cost of operation. I believe we�
have what serious fishermen and cruising families are looking for in a new boat.”�

Rhyne agrees. “Our active charter operations are the perfect test bed for determining important criteria for a successful sport fish boat.�
It needs a dry, soft ride that enables it to reach offshore fishing grounds in rough conditions, and it needs to be able to get there and�
back without burning a lot of fuel. Collaborating with Ken and Lou, we’ve developed what we feel is a line of sport fish boats and�
family cruisers for the 21st century.”�

The new product line boasts a stylish, timeless design inspired by legendary classics such as the Rybovich 37 and Merritt 43. Each�
model features a Carolina flare, classic tumblehome and a sweeping Palm Beach sheer. The new Mirage Sport Fish Boats are a tribute�
to the very best of traditional, tasteful, sport fish design.�

www.�miragesportfish�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�
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For over a year, Ken Fickett, owner of Mirage Mfg., and Trey Rhyne, founder of Over Under Sportfishing, have been quietly putting together�

a new line of sportfishing boats. Derived from the legendary 32’ Mirage Center Console - which has always been known as one of the best�

running 32’ hulls ever produced - we’ve added a smaller 21’ model and we’ll soon be introducing a larger 42’ model. Naysayers think the�

timing of this introduction is all wrong, but we couldn’t disagree more. In today’s economy, the need for�

  In fact, we have a Charter Program that brings these great rides even�

more within your reach. As the leading charter operator on the East Coast, Over Under will put your boat into its charter program. Limited�

charter service will allow you, as an owner, to�

The new line of the Mirage Sportfish is available for sea trial at one of�

our three locations in Gainesville, FL, Avalon, NJ and Greencove�

Springs, FL. Look for the Mirage Sportfish to form the foundation of an�

expanded OU Fleet, as we add more great fishing destinations.�

OU/MIRAGE PARTNERSHIP�

.�

Fundamental Principles�
Great Rides�

   Classic Looks�
   Factory Direct Pricing�

   Maximum Fuel Efficiency�
   Easy Operation and Maintenance�

www.�miragesportfish�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�

If you choose to put your new OU / Mirage boat into OU’s charter program, these are some of�
the benefits you can look forward to:�

• Purchase your Mirage at a discount�

• Be eligible to enter into an hourly lease with OU�

• Mutually agree upon boat location and schedule�

• Receive monthly income from any charters contracted by OU�

• Pay no costs related to the charters - OU pays for it all: fuel, bait, crew and incidentals�

• Pay all indirect costs such as insurance, maintenance, dockage, etc.�

Put your boat into limited�
charter service in one of these�

or other great locations:�

New Jersey�
Costa Rica�
Bahamas�
Miami�

Maryland�
Key West�
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The Mirage 21’ Classic served as the prototype for the entire line.�

This classic look sporting generous flare, classic tumblehome, and a�

sweeping Palm Beach Sheer, mask the underlying hi-tech engineering�

and construction that have gone into this masterpiece.  This is NOT�

your ordinary 21’ boat.  A molded grid system with integral fuel�

tanks, and hi-tech vacuum bagging technique make this one tough�

boat.  Jump in and take a ride and you will quickly learn that this�

boat has the smooth, soft ride, that only much larger inboard boats�

possess.  The 190 hp single diesel model achieves 6 mpg at 35�

mph.  With 100 gallons of fuel, this boat can do the crossing to�

Bermuda!�

Superior Fuel Efficiency�

SEMI-CUSTOM�
21’ Center Console�

21’ Classic�

www.�miragesportfish�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�

The Mirage 21’ Center Console and Classic are both built on the�

same great riding hull. The CC was conceived with serious fishing in�

mind.  Better compared to boats much larger, the 21’ CC will�

handle that run to the offshore grounds in style and be dry, dry, dry.�

But don’t take our word for it!  Go sea-trial one for yourself and you�

will quickly learn that this is a beast of a 21’.  Clearly capable of�

fishing with the big boys on the edge, pursing the inshore grounds,�

or running up the bay for stripers, this is a  versatile boat.  The single�

diesel is located under the console, creating a cockpit and direct�

access to the transom, 100 gallons of fuel and 6 mpg make range a�

non-issue.  But it doesn’t stop there.  A huge forward fish box is�

insulated with two inches of foam.  In-deck rod storage and live-wells�

are also available options on this boat.�

Classic Look�
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The legendary 32’ Mirage was known for its great ride, based on a deep-V hull design.�

The new 32’ rides on the same bottom, but has a whole new topside look. Generous flare,�

a Palm Beach sheer line, and classic tumblehome are trademarks of the new 32’.�

Both the 32’ and 42’ models are being built as classic flybridge “day boats”.  The day�

boat layout features dual stations, with a petit fly-bridge set on top of a three sided house,�

fully open to the cockpit.  Possessing similarities to the classic 31’ Bertram, 32’ Blackfin,�

and 37’ Rybovich, the new Mirage 32’ sports engine boxes that form mezzanine seating�

looking out over an enormous cockpit. Below deck, you will find an enclosed head, galley�

and queen sized v-berth.  The lower helm allows the skipper to be in the cockpit in a matter�

of seconds, while keeping a close eye on both the baits and anglers.�

Both the 32’ and 42’ were designed to be operated by ONE person! Yet, when you�

have the luxury of sufficient crew, you can move up top and run the boat from the flybridge�

with all the increased visibility that is afforded.  Whether you are a father with two kids, a�

cruising couple, or a charter boat captain, you have one thing in common: a need for a boat�

that maximizes interior accommodations, while allowing for single person operations.�

This classic layout, coupled with a state-of-the-art Volvo IPS power plant and high tech�

fiberglass construction, make this a truly unique boat, filling a current void in the marketplace.�

The twin IPS will allow these boats to achieve UNHEARD OF fuel efficiency. If you are�

looking to move up out of a 20’-30’ boat, or down from a larger sportfish, these are two�

boats to seriously consider.  If you like the concept of a typical “express” boat, but dislike�

towers, then the flybridge day boat may be just what the doctor ordered.�

SEMI-CUSTOM�
32’ and 42’ Day Boats�

www.�miragesportfish�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�

·� Dual Station�
·� Volvo IPS�
·� Yamaha Outboard�
·� Hi Tech Construction�

·� Superior Fuel Efficiency�
·� Classic Look�
·� Great Deep-V Ride�

BOAT LINE�
New 32’ Flybridge�
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OU  boats are available for daily charter.    For extended cruising, living aboard,  snorkeling, and fishing we�

offer discounted weekly rates.   Daily rates include boat, fuel, tackle & crew.   Weekly  charters are flat rate,  and�

exclude expenses, therefore, the customer pays for only what they actually use.�

Mirage Center Console�
V-berth, 1 head�
Location: Florida Keys�
From�$3000/week or $800/day�

46’ Whiticar�
2 staterooms, 1 head�
Location: New Jersey�
From $5000/week or $900/�day�

 55’ Gwaltney�
2 staterooms, 1 head�
Location:�New Jersey & Bahamas�
From�$7000/week or $1500/day�

   54’ Bertram�
3 staterooms, 3 heads�
Location: Bahamas�
From $7000/week or $1500/day�

  50’ Evans�
1 stateroom, 2 heads�
Location:�Ocean City, MD & Keys�
From�$6000/wk or $950/day�

 48’ Ocean Yacht�
2 staterooms, 1 head�
Location: Florida�
From�$5000/week or $950/day�

OU FLEET�

Over Under provides top notch sportfishing boats located in some of the best�

big  game  sportifishing destinations in the world!   Join our charter boat crews and�

learn  why  OU is the hottest name in the  sportfishing business.      The collective experience�

of our crews is unmatched in the industry, and  allows us to provide you and your family with�

the memory of a lifetime.   �

Our boats are all  rigged for battle and professionally maintained by our full time crews. Over�

Under is  a proud member of the Penn pro staff team, and features the latest in Penn�

fishing  technology.  All of our  boats are capable of fishing any major fishing tournament at�

a moment’s notice.   At  the same time, our crews and boats are as equally prepared to guide�

you and your  family on a multi-day fishing, diving, snorkeling expedition, or a quick sunset�

cruise.�

www.fish�OU�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�
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Packages start at three nights and go to�

seven. Longer customized packages are�

available on request and have the most�

competitive pricing. Although we cannot�

package shorter trips, we encourage you to�

call us for ‘day trips’ if you’ll be in the area�

and would like to do some fishing.�

Our fishing expertise is grounded in the pursuit of big game sportfish in the canyons of the North East. However, our experience�

has taught us that fishing is but one important aspect of a great vacation. OU prides itself on offering packaged fishing and boating�

vacations to some of the best destinations in the world. Our focus is to ensure that your family, group, or customer has a well-planned�

and hassle-free vacation. Our tropical destinations offer a mix of great fishing, relaxation, beaches, and an environment that is�

appropriate for all group types, from families and couples, to bachelor parties and corporate outings.�

Currently OU offers packages  to locations�

such as Key West, Islamorada, Treasure�

Cay, Cat Island, Miami, Ft. Lauderdale,�

and of course, our home ports of Avalon,�

NJ and Ocean City, MD.  Look for new�

locations to be added over the next year,�

as our new line of sportfish boats is put�

into service.�

Our resort partners have been carefully�

selected to provide the type of�

accommodations, amenities, and location�

that our customers are looking for. We�

always have preferred pricing and are able�

to package trips at more competitive rates.�

You’ll be sure to save when you let us�

book your entire trip.�

OU VACATIONS�

Locations�

Resorts� Packages�

www.fish�OU�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�
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OU TROPICAL�

OU is pleased to offer our clients access to�
this exquisite Ritz Carlton property.  At the�
Abaco Club you will be pampered by their�
attentive staff and have full access to one of�
the best golf courses in the Bahamas, as well�
as their Spa, Pool, Health Club, and�
magnificent beach.  There is no marina at the�
Abaco Club, so the boat will dock in Marsh�
Harbour, about a 20 minute drive from the�
Club. Marsh Harbour has many great�
restaurants, bars, and shops, as well as daily�
ferry service to Hopetown, Man-O-War�
Cay, and Guana Cay.  As with all the islands�
of the Abacos, the fishing, diving and�
snorkeling is fabulous.�

Hawks Nest Resort is one of those special out�
of the way Bahamas Resorts tucked on the�
SW corner of Cat Island offering some of the�
best fishing and diving in the world.  The�
clubhouse at Hawks Nest has a full bar,�
dining room and swimming pool and is�
located on a beautiful beach with relaxing�
hammocks.  Offshore, you will find some of�
the best fishing in the Bahamas, for Giant�
Wahoo, Blue Marlin, Tuna, and Dolphin.�
Hawks Nest operates a PADI dive shop and�
both the scuba diving and snorkeling are�
exceptional.  There are 12 rooms  at Hawks�
Nest, and a few private homes for rent on a�
weekly basis.�

In reality, there is only so much time when you�
are on a land-based trip to enjoy all the great�
options.   Without a  doubt, the single best�
way  to experience either the Florida Keys�
or  Bahamas is to lease a boat for the week�
with no set schedule or itinerary.     Do what�
you want, when you want, where you want.�
OU will provide suggested itineraries and�
plenty of information, but the customer�
dictates the schedule.  Island hop, see the�
sites, fish till you drop, snorkel, do it all!  Pull�
into a different marina each evening, or drop�
the hook and spend the night in a protected�
anchorage with nothing but the stars!  These�
trips are limited to 4 adults or 2 adults and 3�
children.�

Marsh Harbour, Bahamas�
Ritz Abaco Club at Winding Bay�

Treasure Cay Resort is one of the few full service resorts in the family islands.  It�

features  one of the most beautiful and protected beaches in the entire�

Bahamas.   In addition to its 18 hole golf course, Treasure has a full service�

marina, pool, beach bar and several restaurants to choose from.�

Accommodations are overlooking the marina, making it very convenient for�

family fishing and boating vacations.  Choose from standard rooms, or upgrade�

to a suite, which includes a full kitchen and living room.  Fabulous snorkeling,�

inshore and offshore fishing await you!�

Cat Island, Bahamas�
Hawks Nest Resort & Marina�

Custom Cruises�
Florida Keys & Bahamas�

G�olf�
Marina�
Beaches�
Snorkeling�
Reef Fishing�
Bone Fishing�
Scuba Diving�
Restaurants/Bar�
Offshore Fishing�

 – Fly Continental directly to Treasure Cay Int’l. Airport from Ft. Lauderdale or Palm Beach.  Private�
Charter also available.  From the airport, Treasure Cay Resort is about a 10 minute cab ride.  Once at Treasure�
Cay, there is little need for a car, as everything is within easy walking distance.�

Golf  .  Spa  .  Reef . Offshore�
Beaches . Snorkeling . Bonefishing�

Secluded Beaches  .  Dive Services�
Reef  .  Offshore  .  Bonefishing�

Weekly Cruises for Families�
& Couples�

 – Fly to Marsh Harbour Int’l. Airport�
(MYAM/MHH).  From Marsh Harbour Airport you�
can either take a taxi or rent a car for the 30 minute�

www.fish�OU�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�

Treasure Cay, Bahamas - Resort & Marina�

 – Fly to New Bight, Cat Island�
(MYCB/TBI), via either Lynx Air or Continental from�
Ft. Lauderdale, or via Cat Island Air from Nassau.�
There is also a private air strip at Hawk Nest.�

– For the Keys fly to Miami or Ft.�
Lauderdale and rent a car. The drive is about an hour�
and 45 minutes to Islamorada.  For the Bahamas,�
check out commercial flights from Southern Florida.�
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OU TROPICAL�
The Islander Resort is located right in the heart of downtown Islamorada, FL,�

better known as the “� ”.  The resort has�

one of the only beaches in Islamorada, as well as a great pool and tiki bar.�

Have your catch cooked at their pool-side restaurant or prepare it yourself,�

in one of their efficiency villas. Light tackle and live-bait fishing is the hallmark�

of the Florida Keys, where you will find some of the best back country fishing�

in the world.  Offshore the reef is loaded with tasty snapper, grouper,�

dolphin and swordfish, while also boasting some of the best sailfishing.�

Islamorada, Florida Keys - Islander Resort�

The Hilton Doubletree is a spectacular�
property set away from the  hustle and bustle�
of downtown Key West.  A fabulous pool,�
bar and restaurant are all located on the�
premises and a short 5 minute drive puts you�
right in the middle of town on Duval St.�
Offshore, Back Country, Reef, Gulf Stream.�
Dry Tortugas National Park and the�
Marquesas Keys are all reachable from Key�
West. Enjoy the colorful nightlife of Key�
West, which is what makes this OU�
destination somewhat unique.  You have all�
the great unspoiled reefs of the keys, mixed�
with a vibrant night life.  For some, this is a�
match made in heaven!�

Perfectly situated on the main Intracoastal�
Waterway, Gallery ONE, Doubletree Guest�
Suites Hotel, is the city's premier boutique�
hotel that exemplifies casual elegance and�
sophistication. In a superb location, Gallery�
One is an easy three block walk to Fort�
Lauderdale's beautiful sandy beaches and blue�
Atlantic Ocean, directly adjacent to Galleria�
Mall - an upscale mall that boasts high end�
stores. Offshore Ft. Lauderdale offers�
probably the best access to consistent�
swordfishing in the world and in on the reef,�
the sailfish bite can be red hot during the�
winter.  Lots of options here, both near and�
far.  Deep dropping for tasty snapper is�
always a hit as well.�

Over Under has become well known for its�
unique long range Bahamas Voyages to�
remote places such as Diana Bank, Crooked�
Island, Hogsty Reef, and the Acklins. These�
trips allow us  to explore waters seldom seen�
by other boats. We anchor in remote�
anchorages, explore great reefs and bottom�
fishing, and access the best offshore fishing�
grounds in the Bahamas. In the Florida Keys�
the Marquesas Keys and waters surrounding�
the Dry Tortugas offers some of the best�
fishing and diving in the world. Our two and�
three night Dry Tortugas Charters offer a great�
opportunity to fish some of the most�
unspoiled fishing grounds in the United States.�

Key West, Florida Keys�
Hilton DoubleTree�

Fort Lauderdale, Florida�
Hilton DoubleTree�

Remote Excursions�
Dry Tortugas & SE Bahamas�

– Fly to Miami or Ft. Lauderdale and rent a car.  The drive is about an hour�

and 45 minutes to Islamorada.�

Beaches�
Snorkeling�

Scuba Diving�
Back Country�
The Sand Bar�

Kids Activities�
“Theatre of the Sea”�
Giant Tarpon Feeding�

Offshore & Reef�

Nightlife  .  Dry Tortugas Park�
Diving  .  Offshore  .  Backcountry�

Hard Rock Casino  .  Nightlife�
Golf  .  Beaches  .  Offshore�

Multi-Day Remote Live-Aboard�
Voyages with Flexible Itineraries�

www.fish�OU�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�

DESTINATIONS�

– Fly directly to Key West or fly to Ft.�
Lauderdale or Miami and Rent a Car.  The drive from�
Miami to Key West is approximately 3 hours.�

– Fly to Ft. Lauderdale Int’l.�
Airport and take a 15 minute taxi ride or rent a�
car.�

– Fly by Private Air Charter from�
Southern Florida to these remote locations.�
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Ocean City, Maryland offers arguably the best access to  world�

class sportfishing off the Mid-Atlantic States. The  canyons and�

inshore structure off the state of Maryland  can be truly awesome.�

Our season runs from May through October starting out inshore�

with sharks, sea bass, flounder and  early season  tuna. The big�

action takes place in the offshore waters with  big  tuna, marlin,�

sharks, dolphin and  wahoo. A sportfishing charter trip out of�

Ocean City is sure to be a trip to remember. The run to the�

fishing grounds is one of the  shortest in the Mid Atlantic states�

and our boat,  � , is a 2007 50' custom-built,�

fishing  machine. The crew at OU  designed this boat from the�

ground up with one  purpose in mind, and that's putting fish in the boat. Huge  transom live-well, the largest cockpit of any sportfish in its  class,�

twin Cummins engines, fully air-conditioned salon, bunk rooms, and more. This boat is licensed to carry up to 20 people making it  perfect  for�

your next bachelor party, corporate outing,  or family affair.�

North Carolina offers some of the best big game fishing�

in the world and as always, Over Under Sportfishing is�

right in the middle of the action!   In December and�

January, OU targets Giant Bluefin Tuna.  These are the�

largest tuna in the ocean and range from 200 to 600+�

pounds!  If you are serious about fishing for tuna, then�

you should consider testing your talents on a Giant�

Bluefin in  North Carolina.�

NORTH EAST�

North Carolina�

www.fish�OU�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�

Maryland�
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Over Under Sportfishing operates New Jersey’s premier�

fleet of charter boats.  Starting in April and fishing right�

through December, OU runs out of South Jersey.  The�

season starts off inshore with Sea Bass, Drum, and�

Stripers, before the Shark action turns on in early June.�

After the Sharks roll through, the Bluefin and Yellowfin�

Tuna are typically close behind.  OU offers trips of all�

varieties, from a 4-hour family back bay trip, to a�

46-hour double overnight canyon excursion!  OU is�

widely recognized as one of the top names in big game�

sportfishing in all of New Jersey.  Our overnight canyon�

tuna charters are probably our most popular trip.  On�

these trips, you can catch virtually every type of tuna, in addition to Swordfish, Big Sharks, Dolphin, and Marlin.  We have direct access to�

some of the best canyons that are not typically frequented by the Cape May Charter Fleet.  We often call the Lindenkohl canyon “home”, and�

if we are not there, we are likely in the Spencer or Carteret.  One thing is certain, you will find us where the fish are!�

As always, OU competes�

in most major fishing�

tournaments. If you�

are  serious about fishing,�

consider  chartering an OU�

outfitted and crewed boat.�

The Bahamas Billfish�

Championship Series, World Sailfish Tournament (Key West), White�

Marlin Open (Ocean City, MD), and Mid-Atlantic 500 (Cape�

May, NJ), are just a few of the ones in which we typically compete.�

Out of Ocean City, Maryland and Avalon, NJ we schedule�

open  boat / make-up charters that typically run every Wednesday.   If�

you  have three or more people, we can create a date for you and do�

our best to  fill the rest of the boat.   It’s a great way to meet new�

people and not  get stuck paying for a whole charter!�

Full Day Offshore - $275/person�
22 Hour Overnight Trip - $550/person�

46 Hour Double Overnight Trip - $800/person�

Spectacular Sights�

Tournaments� Open Boat Trips�

www.fish�OU�.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�

New Jersey�

FISHING�
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We’re not just online! When you’re in�

the area, drop by our newly opened�

location at Avalon Pointe Marina in�

Avalon, NJ.�

Over Under Adventures is offering for sale all the top-notch offshore fishing products we use on a daily basis!�

These are the items we've come to rely upon at Over Under, and we hope you will find them equally as�

trustworthy. Items are available at our Avalon Pointe Marina location, as well as online at www.OUsupply.com.�

OFFSHORE SUPPLY STORE�
AFW�
PENN�
AFTCO�
REVERE�
KRISTAL�
BERKLEY�
ESKIMO�
HI SEAS�
MUSTAD�
BILLFISHER�
SEA STRIKER�

www.�OU�supply.com - 1.866.�OUA�.TUNA�

Tackle�

Safety Gear�

Rods�
Reels�
Big Game Lures�

Gaffs�
Hooks�
Cast Nets�

Lines�
Leader�
Deep Dropping�

Shorts�
T-Shirts�
Fishing Shirts�

Boat Equipment�

Clothing�

Use What the Pros Use!�

EPIRBs�
Life Rafts�
PLBs�

Dive Canisters�
Ditchbags�
Life Vests�

Ice Machines�
Water Makers�
Marine A/C Units�

Cleaning Supplies�
Oil Filters�
Paint Supplies�


